Attempts by people of faith to persuade others to their beliefs can provoke conflicts-even violence-in communities intent on protecting their privacy and identity. Both advocates and targets claim the protection of competing human rights, which must be balanced. Voluntary codes of conduct offer a viable alternative to government regulation. This article evaluates twenty-one codes and identifies which have greatest potential for conflict-resolution. Effective codes balance competing rights consistent with international law norms, respect multiple traditions, and address a general audience. They motivate compliance, provide a platform for dialogue, and promote the pluralism necessary to freedom of conscience. In contrast, codes focused on a single faith's or network's own constituencies are less likely to prevent or resolve conflicts because they tend to advocate a sectarian view and sometimes violate international law. Like aggressive state regulations, these codes can perpetuate rather than prevent conflict.
I. Introduction
Do voluntary codes of conduct governing religious persuasion provide a viable alternative to national or international regulations? This question lies at the heart of attempts to balance competing rights: the right of advocates to win religious adherents by persuasion versus the right of targeted individuals and communities to defend their privacy and identities. In this article, we sketch the tension underlying the competing rights. We then briefly discuss the effectiveness of voluntary compliance systems as compared with governmental regulations. Next, we categorize and compare twenty-one existing codes of conduct, ethical guidelines, invitations to dialogue, and other declarations regarding the scope or methods of religious persuasion (collectively referred to as "codes" or "codes of conduct") and evaluate them under international law to identify which types and qualities of codes have greatest potential for conflict-resolution.
We conclude that codes of conduct are viable alternatives to government regulation and effective as tools for preventing and resolving these types of conflicts to the extent they are compatible with international law norms, respectful of the practices of multiple traditions, and written to address a general audience. Codes drafted by intra-faith or ecumenical groups-while appropriate as means of regulating internal affairs, warning the faithful, or enhancing the faith's reputation among those who hold similar views-are less likely to prevent or resolve crosscultural or inter-faith conflicts and should not be viewed as best practices or universal standards by which to judge the persuasive activities of all confessions.
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II. Tension over Religious Persuasion
In July of 1974, more than 2,300 Christian leaders from 150 nations convened in Lausanne Switzerland, to affirm a God-given mandate to "the whole Church [to] tak[e] the whole gospel to the whole world":
We are deeply stirred by what God is doing in our day, moved to penitence by our failures and challenged by the unfinished task of evangelization. . . . More than 2,700 million people, which is more than two-thirds of all humanity, have yet to be evangelised. We are ashamed that so many have been neglected; it is a standing rebuke to us and to the whole Church. 2 The Lausanne Covenant signalled a renewed, global commitment to religious persuasion and spurred evangelical and Pentecostal missions worldwide. Other Christian groups have a similar zeal. " 'From its very beginning, the Seventh-day 1 The terms used to describe attempts to propagate a religion are often charged and sectarian. Terms such as 'proselytism', 'evangelization', 'mission' or 'witnessing' evoke strong reactions or are closely associated with one particular worldview. See Natan Lerner, 'Proselytism, Change of Religion, and International Human Rights', Emory Int'l L Rev (1998), pp. 478, 495-96; Tad Stahnke, 'Proselytism and the Freedom to Change Religion in International Human Rights Law', BYU L Rev (2001), pp. 251 and 254-55. We avoid use of these charged terms and opt instead for the neutral term 'religious persuasion' to refer generically to the act of disseminating a religion through activities that include an invitation to others to adopt the religion. religious persuasion is also grounded in the right to freedom of expression, which "shall include freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds", 13 and in the right of a target to "change his religion or belief " 14 or "to have or to adopt a religion or belief of his choice". 15 At the same time, however, a host of pressures converge to restrict the ability to engage in religious persuasion. The pressures include an increasing apathy of secular states towards the importance of religious freedom and the exclusion of religion from the public square; the preclusive dominance of established ideologies in other states; consolidations of power by authoritarian regimes; worries about the destabilizing influence of new or unfamiliar religious movements, religious extremism, or terrorism; a downgrading of religious freedom rights vis-à-vis these other human rights; the marginalization of minority religions; reactions against globalization or perceived neo-colonialism; burgeoning state and transnational regimes; expanding notions of privacy; and transforming modes of communication. Many of these pressures also reflect protected human rights, such as "the right to hold opinions without interference,"
16 the right of indigenous peoples to protect their cultures from external forces, 17 and (as claimed by some) an overarching "right to be left alone". 18 To those targeted by religious persuasion, " [t] he proselytizer violates boundaries and disrupts traditions". 19 This view is particularly entrenched among nations that were the targets of Western colonialism or crusades (sub-Saharan Africa, the South Pacific, Asia and Middle East): " [T] here is sometimes bitter or painful awareness of the elements of suppression and coercion" that characterized early missionary tactics". 20 But suspicion also infects secularist states that have an 13 Article 19.2 ICCPR. See, e.g., Martin v. City of Struthers, 319 US 141, 143 (1943) (invalidating an ordinance that restricted door-to-door distribution of literature; the rights to free speech and press "embrace the right to distribute literature, and necessarily protect the right to receive it").
14 Article 18 UDHR. 15 pp. 190-193 (the zone of privacy "is a zone of freedom," "a zone of isolation, a legal cloister for those qualities, wishes, projects, and life styles which each individual man, woman, or child wishes to enjoy or experience"). 19 "official aversion to religion" (France, China) or are concerned by the proliferation of unfamiliar movements (Western Europe), authoritarian states that view religious persuasion as a threat to the establishment (former Soviet states, communist countries, the forty-four countries where Islam predominates), and states concerned about preserving public order given tenuous relations among religious groups (India).
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Ironically because of the implications for religious freedom, some of these pressures are fuelled from within the religious community as established religions react to perceived inroads by new or competing movements. Competition in the religious marketplace puts confessions whose members are targeted on the defensive. "Established religions . . . often act to curtail competition from new religious groups by preventing proselytism, restricting conversion, and putting up barriers that make it difficult for new religions to gain a foothold." 22 For Muslims who ascribe to Shari'a law, the change of religions is particularly sensitive: "[T]he treatment of apostasy overshadows and determines that of proselytism. If apostasy, i.e., the abandonment or renunciation of one's religious beliefs, is considered an offense, it naturally follows that proselytism, as the attempt by another to change one's beliefs, will be prohibited." 
III. Voluntary Codes of Conduct as an Alternative to Governmental Regulation of Religious Persuasion
Governments and private stakeholders have grappled with ways to resolve the tension related to religious persuasion. For some governments, religion together with culture is considered the exclusive domain of the state. Other governments may use religion as a means to legitimize an undemocratic rule. 27 Yet other governments regulate the means and methods of "manifesting" or "expressing" religion or belief, in order to protect public safety, order, health, morals or other fundamental rights.
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But as Natan Lerner observed, proscriptive state restrictions contribute to a "downward or deteriorating trend" with respect to religious freedom. 29 Built-in handicaps inhibit any government's ability to craft regulations that effectively balance the competing human rights:
-Any balancing of rights is context-driven, requiring a flexible application to the particular facts; -states lack expertise as to the motives and methods of religious persuasion; -they have no basis on which to make religious judgements; -regulations are inherently reactive; -regulators often lack staff and funding and are limited in jurisdiction; and -top-down regulations seldom motivate compliance by regulated individuals and groups, especially those for whom religious persuasion is compelled by conscience.
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More concerning, state restrictions almost always focus upon religious minorities, which may radicalize those minorities and potentially exacerbate violence. 31 Thus, in addition to infringing protected rights and harming the very constituents they are intended to protect, 32 If the goal is to create more peaceful and rights-oriented societies, one group cannot have total control over the definition of culture and the amount of religio-legal integration in the State; to do so will inspire permanent division in society and perpetuate violent power struggles between groups as repressed minorities attempt to find a way to gain the respect they need and deserve.
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A state may succeed temporarily in clamping down on freedom of expression or choice, but a clamp down can drive proselytizing groups underground for a time only to emerge later as even more divisive.
34 "With the state's monopoly on the legitimate use of force and its expansive power to regulate social life," state restrictions can escalate the social marginalization of new religious movements and "induce acts of violence in apocalyptic groups". 35 Simultaneously, state restrictions designed to protect dominant religions or ideologies can also embolden the dominant society to further aggression or violence against the minority.
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Grim and Finke describe the phenomenon as the "religious violence cycle," which occurs as "social restrictions on religious freedom lead to government restrictions on religious freedom and the two act in tandem to increase the level of violence related to religion-which in turn cycles back and leads to even higher social and government restrictions on religion".
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Given these limitations hobbling state regulations, a growing number of religious communities and nongovernmental organizations offer voluntary codes of conduct as an alternative. For a host of reasons, discussed in greater depth in another study, 38 we conclude that voluntary codes are indeed a viable alternative to state regulations. Because they secure participants' buy-in, harness reputational self-interests and can be adapted to context-specific applications, voluntary codes have greater potential than state regulations to avert conflicts resulting from the clash of competing rights.
Specifically;
1. Self-regulation is generally more prompt, flexible, and adaptable than government regulation, calling upon the resources of multiple stakeholders. 2. Codes are inherently more efficient, less costly and less complicated than government regulation. 3. Collaboratively drafted codes both stimulate and draw upon the internal morality of those engaged in religious persuasion, and can minimize both the resistance that naturally follows top-down government regulation as well as the likelihood of conflict. Of course, codes of conduct are not always effective. Besides enabling watchdogs to hold religious groups publicly accountable by publishing failures to abide or subscribe to the standards, the codes lack enforcement mechanisms. And there is a danger, discussed below, 40 that codes can become monopolistic, exclude or devalue minority religious groups, and thereby engender the same "religious violence cycle" that can result from aggressive state regulations.
41 "[C]artel-like arrangements of self-regulatory bodies can work against the public interest" by limiting choice, hindering innovation, improperly skewing perceptions of new or unfamiliar religious practices, or distorting the balance of competing human rights. 42 As a whole, however, just as codes have been used effectively as a means of self-regulation in many other systems of voluntary compliance, 43 they can be an effective tool for regulating religious persuasion, as well. As one commentator said of corporate codes of conduct: "Notwithstanding the limitations of codes, they can and have generated positive benefits for stakeholders."
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IV. Which Types of Codes Are Most Helpful in Preventing or Resolving Conflicts?
We turn now to examine twenty-one existing codes produced by NGOs, religious institutions, and ecumenical or inter-faith groups. These codes have many similarities: They all affirm a right to engage in religious persuasion, recognize some 39 Ibid. 40 See infra note 82 and accompanying text and section IV.B. 41 See supra note 37 and accompanying text. 42 limits on methods of religious persuasion, and promote the self-regulation of activities by religious groups or networks engaged in persuasion. Yet there are important differences that impact the codes' potential effectiveness for purposes of conflict resolution. We assess which types are most likely to succeed in preventing or resolving conflicts while preserving the fundamental right of the advocate to disseminate religious beliefs and of the listener to change his or her affiliation.
We first categorize, describe and compare the twenty-one codes. Next, we evaluate whether the codes comport with international law. Last, we assess their effectiveness. We conclude that some codes are excellent tools for preventing or resolving conflicts relating to religious persuasion, as well as promoting the social wellbeing that derives from a robust religious freedom. Others-typically intrafaith codes-are not likely to be helpful for these ends because they are inwardly focused, may become cartel-like, and serve primarily as a form of advocacy to their own constituencies.
A. Comparison of the Codes of Conduct
We compare the codes across three primary planes: (1) drafters, purpose and audience, (2) prescriptiveness, and (3) rhetorical framework. For ease of reference, Table 1 lists the twenty-one codes we evaluate in this article and categorizes them by drafter and date.
Similarities in the Codes
Not surprisingly, the codes have many similarities. The differences are at the edges. At their core, all of the codes affirm the freedom of religion or beliefboth the right of the missionary to manifest religion through teaching and the right of the target to voluntarily change his or her religion or belief. 46 Some debate whether this document constitutes a code of conduct, as it was not adopted as an authoritative document by delegates of the network's members but published informally by its leaders. We opt to include it in this study because it expresses at least the leaders' view regarding the propriety of mission activities.
Declaration of Human Rights, 47 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, 48 and the UN Declaration on the Elimination of All Forms of Intolerance and of Discrimination Based on Religion or Belief. 49 Even the codes that are most critical of certain forms of religious persuasion support the right to employ appropriate methods. For instance, while codes produced by the World Council of Churches and World Vision aggressively renounce certain activities as improper "proselytism" they uphold the right to engage in "evangelizing" and "Christian witnessing"-i.e., proper missionary activities. 50 Further, all of the codes promote general ideals or aspirational principles such as respect, honesty, openness, trust, humility, human dignity, love, cultural sensitivity, etc. While many codes simply list these values without expounding, several include examples, such as using respectful language, 51 59 and recognizing individuals' right to be left alone. 60 All the codes also agree that certain practices are unacceptable. They uniformly denounce coercive tactics, including violence, intimidation, manipulation, cajolery, bribery or undue pressure to bring about conversion. 61 While they differ in degree on what some might consider more subtle forms of "coercion" (see below), they unanimously condemn: offering money, aid or other benefit in exchange for listening to a religious message; 62 exploiting individuals' financial, emotional, or intellectual vulnerabilities; 63 Notwithstanding these many similarities, there are also differences in the codes about what these concepts mean. Some codes describe specific conduct as inappropriate that other codes characterize as acceptable. The codes also have different purposes and audiences, and different reliance on international law norms. These differences are significant and ultimately determine whether a code will be helpful in preventing or resolving conflicts.
Differences in Codes due to Drafters, Purpose and Audience
As illustrated in Table 1 , many codes were drafted collaboratively by parties from multiple worldviews ("inter-faith codes"); others were drafted by faiths or networks representing a single worldview ("intra-faith codes") or by non-governmental organizations ("NGO codes"). In nearly all of the codes, the identity of the drafters directly correlates with the purpose and audience of the code. The purpose and audience, in turn, bear significantly on the ultimate utility of the code in preventing and resolving conflicts.
Codes drafted by NGOs and inter-faith groups address multifaceted audiences and aim expressly to reduce conflicts by promoting a peaceful plurality of religions and beliefs. As a result, they are more accommodating of unfamiliar traditions and methods of religious persuasion.
67 By contrast, with important exceptions, intra-faith codes have a more insular focus: They tend to look inwardly to set expectations for their own constituencies, and thus, are less suitable for general application or to resolve cross-confessional conflicts.
A number of codes illustrate this difference in purpose and audience due to the code's drafters. The two codes written by NGOs-the Oslo Coalition code from 2009 and the International Religious Liberty Association ("IRLA") code from 2000-both expressly intend to "strengthen religious liberty, tolerance, dialogue, and respect for equal rights for all" 68 by "preventing conflicts arising from missionary activities". 69 While the Oslo Coalition code calls for internal reflection by networks and organizations engaged in propagating religion, the code's purpose 65 Inter Faith Network, Building Good Relations (supra note 52), at 2; Christian Muslim Forum, Ethical Guidelines (supra note 57), at 6, 7; CFM, Affirmation of Christian Witness (supra note 46), at 2 ("Our desire to share Christ in any of our activities and programmes should not be hidden but made clear to people from the start."). 66 IRLA, Guiding Principles (supra note 47) 9 ("No one should knowingly make false statements regarding any aspect of other religions."); Inter Faith Network, Building Good Relations (supra note 52), at 2. 67 NGOs have a well-recognized role in facilitating self-regulatory schemes. is clearly to encourage those groups to consider the wider context, as defined by international conventions. Both Oslo Coalition and IRLA codes recognize the need to deal with the issues of "increasing globalisation and growing interreligious and ideological strife". 70 They are grounded in the human rights conventions and proffer their ethical guidelines as tools for balancing competing rights and interests relating to religious persuasion. 71 The various inter-faith codes also aim to reduce conflicts across denominational boundaries. The 2009 code from the Christian Muslim Forum, for example, does not express the "theology of Christian evangelism or Muslim Da'wah," but aims to bridge "diverse attitudes and approaches amongst us which can be controversial and raise questions" and offer "guidelines for good practice" for "the common good".
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In contrast, intra-faith codes, speaking to their own constituencies, express only the drafting faith's philosophy of mission. The Anglican code Generous Love presents a "distinctively Anglican theology of inter-faith relations". 73 The 2008 code Gracious Christian Responses to Muslims in Britain Today is for the "training of evangelical Christians" witnessing to Muslims. 74 The Lausanne Covenant, and the follow-on Cape Town Covenant issued in 2010, proclaim the evangelical vision of the movement sparked by the 1974 congress. 75 And the four codes prepared by missionary networks World Vision, GlobalCross Link, and the Norwegian and Danish mission councils set guidelines for the members and staff of those organisations. 76 Those codes do not address the practices of other faiths or seek to interpret overarching human rights.
Notably, Charta Oecumenica and two of the codes prepared by the World Council of Churches ("WCC") 77 are ecumenical in nature. While prepared collaboratively by many participants, all participants shared a common worldviewmainline Christianity-and, far from promoting pluralism, the design of the codes is to unite constituents around a common, consensus-driven philosophy of mission. For instance, Charta Oecumenica (signed in 2001 by the Conference of 70 IRLA, Guiding Principles (supra note 47), at 1. 71 OC, Recommended Ground Rules (supra note 47), at 374. 72 Christian Muslim Forum, Ethical Guidelines (supra note 57), at 1; see also Inter Faith Network, Building Good Relations (supra note 52) at 1 (suggesting guidelines for people of all faiths to "encourage and strengthen the relationships between traditions and religions"). 73 European Churches and the Council of European Bishops' Conferences) intends "to promote an ecumenical culture of dialogue and co-operation" among participants, which include "almost all Orthodox, Protestant, Anglican, Old-Catholic and independent churches in Europe". 78 The code affirms a common faith in "one, holy, catholic and apostolic church," laments the barriers to unity caused by "different views of the church and its oneness, of the sacraments and ministries," and then commits, among other things, to "work towards the visible unity of the Church of Jesus Christ in the one faith, expressed in the mutual recognition of baptism and in eucharistic fellowship, as well as in common witness and service" by "entering into agreements with [other churches] and thus avoiding harmful competition and the risk of fresh divisions".
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The WCC codes likewise promote ecumenical unity among the various branches of Christianity by "strengthening cross-confessional loyalties, always upholding, in discussion and joint action, the centrality of the common good". (1) to make churches and Christians aware of the bitter reality of proselytism today; (2) to call those involved in proselytism to recognize its disastrous effects on church unity, relationships among Christians and the credibility of the gospel and, therefore, to renounce it; and (3) to encourage the churches and mission agencies to avoid all forms of competition in mission and to commit themselves anew to witness in unity.
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Not surprisingly given their commitment to unity, these ecumenical codes denounce missionary activities by Christians who target other Christians because, 78 Charta Oecumenica (supra note 62), at 1. 79 Ibid., at 1-2. 80 WCC, Ecumenical Considerations (supra note 77), at 32. 81 WCC, Towards Common Witness (supra note 50), at 3. The "bitter realities" identified by the WCC include:
-competitive missionary activities, especially in Central and Eastern Europe, Africa, Asia and Latin America, carried out independently by foreign missionary groups, churches and individuals, often directed at people already belonging and committed to one of the churches in those countries, and often leading to the establishment of parallel ecclesial structures; -the re-emergence of tensions between the Orthodox and the Roman Catholic Church concerning the Eastern Rite Catholic churches; -a sharp increase in the number of new mission agencies based in the South working independently in other parts of the world, often without contact with the churches in those countries; -growing frustration among churches, especially in the South, whose members are being lured to other churches by offers of humanitarian aid; -the humanitarian work done among immigrants, poor, lonely and uprooted people in big cities intended to influence them to change their denominational allegiance; -the growth of religious fundamentalism and intolerance; -the growing impact of sects and new religious movements in many parts of the world; -the discrediting of established minority Christian churches in multifaith communities.
in their view, such activities promote discord and schism. In some respects, then, these codes are like the bylaws of cartels that encourage conformity to a common vision and stifle competition from in-fighting or new or unfamiliar voices. 82 They discourage "sheep stealing," encourage agreements among the churches to define canonical territories, and by implication marginalize groups that fail to live the standards stated in those codes. Indeed, by restricting religious competition to shore up an ecumenical alliance that rests on a common (triune) statement of faith, the codes are themselves a form of advocacy promoting a particular viewpoint (mainline Christianity) against inroads by alternative worldviews. As noted, such codes may be appropriate as means of regulating internal affairs, warning the faithful, or enhancing the faith's reputation among those who hold similar views, but are not likely useful for building bridges with other faiths or worldviews that do not share their vision of unity.
Notably, it appears that the Vatican and WCC have shifted gradually from earlier codes that were highly suspicious of religious persuasion by outside groups to a position that accepts the reality that religious persuasion occurs but opposes forms of "bad mission," no matter from within or outside. Joined by the World Evangelical Association, the Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue and WCC have released a new code, "Christian Witness in a Multi-Religious World: Recommendations for Guidelines," that affirms the "equal rights and responsibilities" of all human beings, denounces the use of religion for political ends or any form of religious persecution, avoids a theological statement on mission, shuns charged terms such as "proselytism," and encourages churches and mission networks to "work with all people in mutual respect" to "address practical issues" of religious persuasion in a multi-religious world. 83 An important exception to the observation that intra-faith codes are inwardly focused are codes written by religious groups whose members are a faith minority. These codes tend to target-and reassure-the wider community. For example, the code of the Christian Federation of Malaysia reiterates its Christian mandate to share the faith with others but emphasizes the . . . very great importance that we the Christian community in Malaysia obey GOD'S WORD in the HOLY BIBLE to love our neighbours as ourselves and to do all within our control to keep the peace and to work towards national integration. We pray to GOD for continuing and deepening harmony among all Malaysians. Likewise, the Evangelical Fellowship of India (a member of the World Evangelical Alliance) eschews any offensive language of mission, stating:
We accept the need to be sensitive in our language to show consideration for others and how they may perceive our words. This applies to what we say or write for any medium at all, including letters, reports, songs, prayers, and material on the Internet, for the boundaries between in-house and public domain are disappearing. 85 
Differences in the Prescriptiveness of the Codes
The codes of conduct also differ in the degree to which they prescribe certain practices. The codes lie along a spectrum ranging from the very general and aspirational to the very specific. Reflecting their expansive audiences, NGO and inter-faith codes are the most permissive in terms of methods permitted by which a person of faith can share his or her beliefs. 86 At the other end of the spectrum, perhaps as a reflection of doctrinal debates often seen among members of the same religious families, intra-faith codes tend to have the starkest restrictions.
As noted above, most codes refer to the freedom to teach and practice one's faith as part of the right to "manifest" religion or belief. Neutral NGO codes do not address whether a person should propagate his or her beliefs. In contrast, intra-faith codes, which target their member constituencies, nearly always advance a particular viewpoint. Some codes strongly advocate the "responsibility to evangelise" 87 while others (mainly ecumenical codes) counsel restraint and express concern that so many churches are more focused on "witnessing" rather than "dialogue". One code states: "all should heal themselves from the obsession of converting others". 88 In addition, while NGO and inter-faith codes generally direct that religious persuasion be fair, truthful and respectful of the feelings of targets, the intra-faith codes include sometimes stringent guidelines for what types of conduct is proper versus improper, consistent with their different perspectives of mission. For instance, ecumenical codes that advocate for a common approach to mission that downplays variety among churches classify as "improper" the attempt to "present[] 85 EFI, Statement on Mission Language (supra note 51), at 1. 86 The code of the Christian Muslim Forum is an example: Just a page long, it highlights ten general principles to which those involved in religious persuasion should aspire. Christian Muslim Forum, Ethical Guidelines (supra note 57). 87 Lausanne Covenant (supra note 2), at 8, 9 ('[T]he responsibility to evangelise belongs to the whole body of Christ. All churches should therefore be asking God and themselves what they should be doing both to reach their own area and to send missionaries to other parts of the world. . . . Missionaries should flow ever more freely . . . The goal should be . . . that every person will have the opportunity to hear, understand, and to receive the good news.'); see also, e.g., Global Connections, Gracious Christian Responses (supra note 46), at para. 8 ('"Go and make disciples of all nations' . . . Matthew 28:19, stands as our mandate."). 88 WCC, Assessing the Reality (supra note 46), at 3; WCC, Ecumenical Considerations (supra note 77), at 30 (stating that those who are "primarily interested in the growth of their own community through various forms of mission" damage relationships and successful dialogue). one's church or confession as 'the true church' and its teachings as 'the right faith' " or to persuade those moving from one church to another "to be rebaptized". 89 This conduct, those codes maintain, is "a scandal and counterwitness" 90 -a stance that contrasts sharply with the Oslo Coalition's recognition that "[m]aking truth claims is inherent in missionary activities". 91 By its very nature, religious persuasion carries at least the implied message that the advocate believes he or she has something to offer that is better or truer than other beliefs. 92 Likewise, the ecumenical codes and many inter-faith codes denounce disparaging others' beliefs. The prohibition includes not only mischaracterizing tenets or comparing one's own best ideals with the worst of others 93 but (in some codes) also includes mere criticisms that might offend others' feelings. 94 The WCC's Towards Common Witness lists as examples of improper criticisms accusing those who venerate icons of worshipping idols or condemning the praying for the dead. 95 Again this contrasts to a degree with the Oslo Coalition code, which provides: "In the interest of freedom of intellect, criticism of other religions cannot be prohibited, but should be limited to well-reasoned, persuasive critique and rational comparison between alternative faiths," and "Hostility and ridicule are unacceptable, but well-reasoned, persuasive critique should never be so." 96 Another difference in the codes is their level of specificity. All the codes denounce coercion, and all agree it is coercive to threaten physical violence or offer economic or other tangible benefits in return for listening to or embracing a religion. 97 But beyond that general postulate, there is little guidance and significant controversy as to what "coercion" might entail. Some codes merely instruct their members to be sensitive and courteous, avoid imposing themselves upon vulnerable populations (such as minor children, the disabled, the poor, women in some countries, refugees and asylum seekers), 98 and avoid violence. 99 The Christian Federation of Malaysia simply states that "everyone ought to refrain from any manner of coercion or persuasion that could be regarded as dishonourable or unworthy," and the Norwegian Joint Declaration on the Freedom of Religion and the Right to Conversion notes that missionary activities must be done "according to ethically accepted standards". 100 However, neither code offers examples as to what may be "dishonourable," "unworthy" or "unethical," leaving open the possibility of inconsistent interpretations.
As an example of the resulting grey area, many religious communities offer fellowship or engage in charity as part of their religious outreach, which could be viewed by some as coercion even if that is not the intent. 101 There is a need to differentiate normal charitable activity and mutual support within a group from improper economic inducements. While eschewing exploitation and allurements, the new Pontifical Council for Interreligious Dialogue, World Council of Churches and World Evangelical Alliance code emphasizes that "[a]cts of service, such as providing education, health care, relief services, and acts of justice and advocacy are an integral part of witnessing the gospel." 102 Similarly, the CrossGlobal Link code provides that "compassion, health and help ministries" accompanying religious persuasion "should never be construed as manipulative and coercive by those we are seeking to reach." 103 There is also controversy among the relatively few codes that give examples of what constitutes "coercion". Towards Common Witness lists a number of practices, including some forms of house calls and media campaigns, as coercive. 104 Both of those activities, however, are approved by other codes if done with respect. The Oslo Coalition endorses "door-to-door canvassing" provided it "is done in ways that respect the right to privacy and are also acceptable according to local social norms," 105 and the codes of the Norwegian and Danish missionary councils encourage the responsible use of media. 106 Finally, there are differences among the codes regarding the appropriate response to local law and culture. A number of codes counsel missionaries to develop cultural sensitivity and respect for local traditions: "[I]n every cultural situation we must exercise sensitivity to our audience (1 Cor. 9:19-23)."
107 And: "If particular actions or practices are offensive to local customs, staff are expected to adjust to prevailing norms unless doing so violates biblical principles." 108 In India specifically, the Evangelical Fellowship of India condemns the use of language that offends the dominant culture. 109 However, a number of codes are unbending in their commitment to the right to manifest religion through teaching, and indeed, support undercover or extralegal activities when necessary: "Where the freedom of the Church is repressed or Christians are oppressed, we recognise that we are still called to the costly vocation of offering love and prayer to all." 110 Likewise, "[t]he undertaking of undercover missionary activities is not recommended. The laws of a country should be respected. However, when freedom of religion or belief of the target group is seriously violated, such activities could be considered." 111 In sum, all these substantive differences in the codes appear to follow from their differences in author, audience and purpose. Though not always, NGO and inter-faith codes tend to be more neutral and more permissive of religious persuasion; intra-faith codes, and especially ecumenical codes, are more prescriptive and less permissive.
Differences in Framework
Another important distinction among the codes is their rhetorical framework. Because the NGO and inter-faith codes target a broad audience, they base their statements upon internationally accepted declarations on human rights and religious liberties or other neutral principles. In contrast, the intra-faith codes are generally based in the faith's scripture.
For example, as noted above, IRLA and the Oslo Coalition cite various UN declarations that declare an individual's right to practice and teach according to his or her individual religion or beliefs. These citations to international law form the basis of those codes. As the Oslo Coalition states, "[w]ith human rights as a basis, the [code] aims to contribute to preventing conflicts arising from missionary activities," and the guidelines stated in the code "are grounded on the idea that the human rights conventions should provide the framework for missionary activities". 112 Inter-faith codes also naturally gravitate to neutral, non-sectarian language. 113 The universal ideals of human rights, backed by political commitments, provide a common platform for cross-cultural discussion.
In contrast, virtually all the intra-faith codes-Cape Scripture-based codes are highly convincing to the faithful-much more potent than neutral codes to those who believe God's commandments predominate over those of men. However, an assertion based on one's understanding of the commands of God: convinces only those who share the insight itself. It's positively hopeless against . . . people who have no doubt that God's will is something completely different. In fact, it seems almost self-defeating: it likely will fail to convince the very 'paganish' and the 'antichristian consciences' it is destined to attract. 117 Thus, codes based in scripture carry little weight for those of other worldviews (including those with different interpretations of the same scripture) and are alone unlikely to succeed in preventing or resolving cross-culture or inter-faith conflicts. 112 Ibid., at 373-374. 113 See generally Christian Muslim Forum, Ethical Guidelines (supra note 57); CNCEIR, Joint Declaration (supra note 57); Inter Faith Network, Building Good Relations (supra note 52); WCC, Assessing the Reality (supra note 46), at 2. 114 
B. The Differences Predict the Codes' Effectiveness
All of these material differences (summarized in Table 2 ) impact the codes' effectiveness as tools for conflict resolution. The differences indicate that NGO and inter-faith codes are much more likely to be effective than intra-faith codes in preventing and resolving conflicts because they are more inclusive, secure participants' buy-in, harness reputational self-interests, and can be adapted to contextspecific applications. Indeed, our conclusion is bolstered by observations about voluntary codes of conduct in other, analogous contexts. As one commentator observed, "multi-stakeholder codes" (i.e., codes developed by participants from multiple viewpoints) are much more likely to be consistent with law norms and inclusive of minority voices than codes that are "unilaterally developed" by single actors or associations.
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To be clear, there is a place for intra-faith codes. A particular religious institution or network may elect to take a "high road" and regulate (or curtail) their own activities beyond what is required by international law norms. Indeed, as noted above, there is strong incentive for religious groups to self-police to avoid backlashes, enhance their reputation and build public trust. For the stability of their own communities, religious leaders naturally act to curb abuses and may voluntarily withdraw from even benign forms of religious persuasion, even when international law norms do not require a withdrawal.
119 Some religious communities 118 Jenkins (supra note 44), at iv-v. 119 As an example, see Cross Global, Is Evangelism Ever a Sin? (supra note 76): "Outsiders are looking in on mission activity, waiting to pounce on missionaries with the slightest excuse if it can be inferred they use ethically questionable evangelism. No matter how thin a case they may bring, they are watching and ready to accuse. This being the case, it is incumbent on missionaries to make concerted efforts to keep evangelism above reproach." But codes of this nature tend not to be helpful in preventing or resolving crosscultural and cross-confessional conflicts and should not be viewed as best practices or enforced as customary law incumbent upon all. Close regulation of religious choices according to a single worldview risks delegitimizing the codes in the minds of significant populations. If promoted as universal best practices, as opposed to house rules for the particular confession, these codes, like aggressive state restrictions, can also perpetuate the religious violence cycle by marginalizing minority voices. They should not be confused with neutral codes, grounded in human rights, that attempt objectively to outline guidelines applicable to all faiths. The most successful codes for conflict-resolution are rooted in international law, respect the methods of multiple traditions, and address a general (rather than internal) audience.
V. Compliance with International Law
Beyond the comparative differences in the types of codes, for the codes to be effective in helping to resolve conflicts they must be legitimate across cultures in a pluralistic world. A key to legitimacy is compliance with accepted international law norms. 120 Codes that are inconsistent with fundamental rights of religious freedom and expression are ultimately unhelpful to conflict resolution and, as noted, may in fact further exacerbate violence. 121 If advanced as universal best practices by which to judge all those engaged in religious persuasion, such codes can (sometimes deceptively) skew general expectations about the exercise of fundamental rights, spurring retaliations. 122 Accordingly, we next evaluate whether the codes comply with the major instruments relating to the right to freedom of religion or belief and the right to free expression. We find that provisions of some intra-faith codes are inconsistent with international law norms.
A. Fundamental Human Rights Relating to Religious Persuasion
A host of fundamental human rights bear on religious persuasion, including, on the one hand:
-the right to "freedom of thought, conscience and religion"; 123 -the right to "manifest" religion or belief through "teaching, practice, worship and observance";
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-the right to free expression; 125 and: -the right of a target to "change" religions 126 or to "have" or "adopt" 127 a religion or belief of one's choice.
And on the other hand:
-the right to "hold opinions without interference;" 128 -the right of indigenous peoples to protect their cultures from external forces; 129 and: -(as claimed by some) an overarching "right to be left alone". 130 These rights have been interpreted by international tribunals, such as the European Court of Human Rights, whose decisions influence states far beyond Europe.
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Key cases relating to religious persuasion include Kokkinakis v. Greece (1993), which involved a Jehovah's Witness who canvassed the home of the local Orthodox cantor and was convicted of "proselytism"; 132 Larissis and Others v. Greece (1998), involving military officers convicted under the same anti-proselytism law for sharing their Pentecostal faith with both subordinates and civilians; 133 127 Article 18 ICCPR; Article 1 of the Declaration on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination Based on Religion and Belief. Notably, the language "to have or to adopt" in the ICCPR was a political compromise resulting from Islamic objections to explicit reference to a right to "change" one's religion or belief. However, the compromised was balanced by Article 18(2) in the ICCPR, which provides that "No one shall be subject to coercion which would impair his freedom to have or adopt a religion or belief of his choice," which was intended to prevent coercive measures that would forestall conversion. Nolan and K. v. Russia (2009), in which a missionary from the Unification Church was denied re-entry to Russia based on national security concerns, including the need to " 'oppos[e] the negative influence of foreign religious organisations and missionaries' ". 134 Significantly, the European Court of Human Rights overturned the convictions and denial of re-entry in all cases, except for the convictions of military officers relating to proselytism of their subordinates. 135 These cases speak directly to the conflict of rights resulting from religious persuasion, and by authoritatively interpreting the governing human rights they map the outer boundaries within which the codes of conduct legitimately can self-regulate.
Underlying all the cases is a fundamental commitment to the sanctity of the freedom of thought, conscience and religion:
It is, in its religious dimension, one of the most vital elements that go to make up the identity of believers and their conception of life, but it is also a precious asset for atheists, agnostics, sceptics and the unconcerned. The pluralism indissociable from a democratic society, which has been dearly won over the centuries, depends on it. 136 Indeed, the Court in Nolan cited precisely this basis to hold that national security concerns did not justify infringing Mr. Nolan's freedom of religion and belief:
Far from being an accidental omission, the non-inclusion of [national security as a ground for limitation] reflects the primordial importance of religious pluralism as "one of the foundations of a 'democratic society' within the meaning of the Convention" and the fact that a State cannot dictate what a person believes or take coercive steps to make him change his beliefs.
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Established human rights presuppose a robust marketplace of religious (and nonreligious) ideas. 138 The ability to freely decide matters of consciences presumes access to a range of viewpoints. Religious persuasion offers a choice in the market. So, the same freedom of conscience that gives listeners the right to accept or reject ideas according to their beliefs gives religious advocates the right to manifest their religious beliefs according to theirs. 139 Further, the cases illustrate the balance to be achieved among potentially competing human rights. In Kokkinakis and Larissis, Greece's aim in criminalizing "proselytism" was to protect the rights and freedoms of others, but the Court held that generalized notions of privacy yielded to the right to manifest religion (including "the right to try to convince one's neighbour") absent a showing of "improper" conduct. 140 Obviously, some governmental protections against brainwashing, bribery or other forms of coercion are appropriate to preserve the freedom of choice. 141 As Larissis makes clear, the state is entitled to protect those-like military subordinates and presumably others in formalized hierarchical relationships, incapacitated persons (e.g., minors in school) and captive audiences (e.g., inmates in prison) 142 -whose ability to choose is substantially diminished by their particular circumstances.
But line-drawing is difficult, as Kokkinakis illustrates. Significant grey area remains as to precisely what conduct constitutes coercion. While a majority of the Kokkinakis Court held that the encounter at the cantor's home (which lasted ten to fifteen minutes and consisted of Mr. Kokkinakis knocking at the door, being admitted by the cantor's wife, reading from scripture, encouraging her to change her Orthodox beliefs, and then leaving when he concluded his message) 143 did not involve coercion, dissenting judges strenuously disagreed, stating that Mr. Kokkinakis's conduct amounted to the "rape of the belief of others" and was "fanatic [al] ," "coercive" and "unacceptable psychological techniques". 144 At a minimum, however, it is clear from Larissis (where missionaries berated civilians, took advantage of their weaknesses, and importuned them to convert when they were emotionally vulnerable) that absent unusual circumstances (e.g., military hierarchy) the Court is reluctant to find coercion where the conduct does not unduly restrict free choice. 145 Moreover, restrictions must be proportionate to the legitimate aims of the state and leave open ample, meaningful opportunities of manifestation. 146 In sum, a state may fear hostility among competing groups in society but the role of authorities is "not to remove the cause of tension by eliminating pluralism, but to ensure that the competing groups tolerate each other". 147 The same balance applies to codes of conduct. To be legitimate, codes must be "compatible with respect for freedom of thought, conscience or religion", which safeguards noncoercive methods of religious persuasion.
B. Analysis of Key Provisions of the Codes of Conduct in the Light of International Law Norms
Virtually all of the codes of conduct pay homage to fundamental human rights and many expressly cite to the underlying international instruments. 149 However, some codes contain provisions that are incompatible with international norms.
Most critically, given the European Court of Human Rights decisions discussed above, codes that discourage new or emerging voices or over-restrict religious persuasion are troublesome because they curtail the marketplace of ideas that is essential to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. A code of conduct is legitimate and provides a tool for conflict resolution only so long as it preserves this marketplace of ideas. A failure to do so not only undermines a code's effectiveness but endangers the very peace the codes seek to promote. " [T] he attempt to restrict fair religious competition results in more violence and conflict, not less."
150 This is because:
dissent, and therefore proselytism and conversion, are functions of conscience. So you can harass dissidents and persecute them; you can drive proselytism underground for a time. But you can't ever really silence it. Conscience is far too stubborn. And driving it underground increases its divisiveness when it resurfaces.
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The ecumenical codes (Charta Oecumenica, Towards Common Witness and Ecumenical Considerations for Dialogue and Relations with People of Other Religions) are again of greatest concern. They advocate a common faith (mainline Christianity), enforce conformity, and hedge against inroads by alternative worldviews. In other words, they restrict religious competition to shore up an ecumenical alliance, and, if advanced as universal best practices by which to judge everyone engaged in religious persuasion, would infringe the freedom of religion or belief of both missionaries and targets. Also concerning are codes that characterize as "improper" forms of religious persuasion that are consistent with international law. While there is a significant grey zone in the degree or kind of pressure needed to constitute "coercion," the European Court of Human Rights cases provide a baseline that conduct may be outlawed only when it significantly infringes the target's freedom of choice. In overturning the conviction of Pentecostal military officers who berated their civilian targets, criticized Orthodox Christian beliefs, and importuned them to convert at a time when the civilians were particularly vulnerable, the Larissis Court found it "of decisive significance that the civilians whom the applicants attempted to convert were not subject to pressures and constraints of the same kind as the airmen." 152 Several codes impose restrictions at odds with these norms. 154 To be clear, much greater precision is needed in assessing what competing rights can counterbalance the right to engage in religious persuasion. For example, there is a growing emphasis on the right to privacy. 155 As the right of privacy expands to prevent any intrusions into the private sector, it increasingly threatens to limit traditional missionary methods. It may come to embrace the right to maintain one's own opinions without interference-a right to be left alone and, in the Buddhist tradition, to pursue the quest for harmony. 156 Other rights (e.g., the right of indigenous peoples to preserve their cultures) have a similar impact.
Yet, Kokkinakis clarifies that, absent a showing of coercion or manipulation, the balance ought to favour the right to manifest and the right to have or adopt a belief of one's choice, as aspects of the inalienable freedom of conscience. 158 The negative freedom of religion is clearly violated by coercion and force, but it is questionable whether the simple manifestation of freedom of religion without coercion or force can ever violate this negative right. 159 Further, a number of European Court of Human Rights cases have affirmed the ability of states to restrict "expressions that seek to spread, incite or justify hatred based on intolerance, including religious intolerance," because such expressions "do not enjoy the protection" afforded by international instruments. 160 Preserving one's "freedom from injury to religious feelings" (the infliction of which is criminalized in Austria) and prohibiting blasphemy (as in the United Kingdom and Iran) have been upheld as sufficient basis for restrictions on religious expressions. 161 However, an offense must be more than egg-shell sensitivity. Undergirding the Court's jurisprudence is the bedrock principle that liberty can be limited only if its exercise harms others: Being offended is different from being harmed, and harm should be established objectively. 162 As UN Special Rapporteurs on Freedom of Religion or Belief and on Contemporary Forms of Racism, Racial Discrimination, Xenophobia and Related Intolerance stated in a Joint Report, "the right to freedom of religion or belief, as enshrined in relevant international legal standards, does not include the right to have a religion or belief that is free from criticism or ridicule". 163 A code of conduct that attempts to regulate religious persuasion beyond existing international human rights law in order to avoid offense is perfectly acceptable as a "high road" approach to regulate a faith's own internal practices, but is not acceptable as a best practice incumbent upon all confessions and may well produce results opposite from those intended. Codes of conduct can discourage hostility, ridicule, unfair comparisons or dishonesty, but in the end may not preclude a believer from sharing his or her faith, including making comparisons with other faiths, because the teachings might offend.
In short, perhaps predictably, the codes that tend to violate international law norms are the same codes, identified above, whose authors, audience and purpose make them less effective for cross-cultural and inter-faith conflict resolution. The intra-faith codes (especially the ecumenical codes)-grounded in their faith's own dogma instead of international law norms-tend to overly restrict religious persuasion without regard to international guarantees of rights. By contrast, the NGO and inter-faith codes both rely on and comply with these norms. The Oslo Coalition and IRLA codes, in particular, are exemplary.
VI. Effectiveness of the Codes as Tools for Conflict-Resolution
Codes of conduct can be effective as tools for preventing and resolving crosscultural and inter-faith conflicts relating to religious persuasion to the extent that they are compatible with international law norms, respectful of the practices of multiple traditions, and written to address a general audience. Such codes have considerable potential for good, for example, by stimulating introspection within faith groups, 164 enabling better understanding, tolerance and respect among different faiths and cultures, helping to clarify the grey zones in international law, and promoting the social benefits that derive from religious freedom.
On these latter points, the Kokkinakis case demonstrates both the promise and potential peril of codes of conduct. Though the Court declined to define in the abstract what constitutes 'improper' conduct, it cited in passing a report issued in 1956 by the World Council of Churches-a predecessor to the WCC codes of conduct discussed herein 165 -that distinguished "improper proselytism" from "Christian witness," and noted that the Greek law at issue in Kokkinakis appeared generally consistent with the report's definitions. 166 Indeed, the concurring opinion of Judge Pettiti explicitly suggested the use of codes of conduct as tools to help "define any permissible limits of proselytism": "[t]hey can provide the member States with positive material for giving effect to the Court's judgment in the future and fully implementing the principle and standards of religious freedom". 167 Codes can elucidate all of the following areas where international law remains unresolved, thereby influencing tribunals, parliaments, public expectations, and the religious actors themselves:
-What types of conduct constitutes 'coercion' or 'manipulation' within the grey zones left by the European Court of Human Rights decisions; -What groups (beyond the military subordinates in Larissis) are vulnerable and in need of special protection to ensure their freedom of thought, conscience and religion; -How precisely should states balance potentially competing human rights, including individual rights to privacy or the rights of indigenous peoples to preserve their cultures, against the rights of missionaries to manifest religion through teaching and the rights of interested targets to hear and decide whether to adopt those teachings; -How to reduce the risk of harm to a target's religious sensibilities without unduly compromising the missionary's right to share his or her beliefs (including making comparisons); -What charitable activities in what circumstances constitute improper inducements; -When to claim internationally guaranteed rights when local custom or law appears inconsistent; and the like.
Likewise, codes can suggest time, place or manner restrictions on religious persuasion that do not materially impact the marketplace of ideas essential to a robust freedom of thought, conscience and religion, but that minimize conflicts among those of different worldviews. For example, abstaining from distributing literature in the vicinity of others' places of worship or at their religious festivals or celebrations; 168 being honest about beliefs and religious allegiances, and straightforward about intentions; 169 respecting the rights of parents and local laws regarding the age of maturity; 170 entering a person's home only at the person's convenience and welcome; 171 and safeguarding all personal information or addresses as required by data privacy rules.
Obviously, if codes of conduct serve as touchstones for assessing proper conduct, they are only legitimate to the degree they adhere to the ground rules, i.e., are "compatible with respect for freedom of thought, conscience or religion".
173 If a code is biased or skewed, then a measure relying on that code would be biased or skewed as well. It is incumbent on courts and others to choose as models codes that fit the criteria for effectiveness. Inwardly focused codes that speak to a faith's or network's own constituency may be useful as "house rules" for governing the faith's or network's internal affairs, but ultimately cannot help resolve crosscultural and inter-faith conflicts. Indeed, they pose a danger if misconstrued as generally applicable best practices: Instead of promoting religious freedom and respect for the diversity of faiths, these codes tend to limit behaviour to conform to their own agendas. They can marginalize and drive underground alternative voices, radicalize the very actors they seek to curb, and trigger or exacerbate the "religious violence cycle". 174 Codes of conduct that are compatible with international law, respectful of the methods of multiple traditions and address a general audience-like the NGO codes and most inter-faith codes-not only aid in the implementation of international law but can promote significant social benefits that derive from religious freedom. In contrast to the "religious violence cycle" perpetuated by close restrictions on religious persuasion, Brian Grim and Roger Finke describe the "religious freedom cycle" that flows from preserving a robust marketplace of ideas and allowing "religious competition". According to Grim and Finke, there is not only a mathematical correlation of religious freedom with better social outcomes, but a demonstrated causal relationship: "A growing body of research supports the proposition that the religious competition inherent in religious freedom results in increased religious participation; and religious participation in turn can lead to a wide variety of positive social and political outcomes," including fewer incidents of armed conflict, better health outcomes, higher levels of literacy and earned income, better educational opportunities for women, and higher overall human development.
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What makes successful codes powerful is that they express universal rights that are grounded in the human experience and not dependent on any one cultural or 173 Kokkinakis (supra note 105), at 48-49. 174 A particular danger may arise in common law countries if a code of conduct is interpreted as a standard by which to judge whether a missionary or religious institution is liable for negligence. Under negligence theories, one can be liable for another's damages if he or she fails to act according to a standard of care for reasonable people in the profession. Negligence-based suits against churches and clergy are barred in the United States and elsewhere by doctrines of religious freedom, but those doctrines are frequently attacked. religious frame of reference. They advance an energized, inclusive pluralism that integrates all members of society, 176 provide a platform for cross-cultural dialogue and diplomacy, motivate voluntary compliance, and set appropriate expectations with regard to religious persuasion. Religious issues are increasingly critical to foreign affairs and diplomacy.
177 Indeed, at least one prominent diplomat has called for greater engagement by NGOs and faith-based groups to enable states to "anticipate events rather than merely respond to them" and "think more expansively about the role of religion in foreign policy and about their own need for expertise," emphasizing that the concerted efforts of these groups are much more likely to succeed "in fostering reconciliation" than those of any government.
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VII. Conclusion
For all the reasons discussed above, we conclude that codes of conduct are viable alternatives to government regulations relating to religious persuasion. Codes that focus inwardly on a faith's or network's own constituency tend not to be helpful for conflict-resolution because they tend to advocate a particular view, are sectarian rather than neutral, and sometimes fail to comport with international law. If misused as standards by which to judge everyone involved in religious persuasion, inwardly focused codes can, like aggressive state regulations, perpetuate conflict rather than prevent it. Close regulation of religious choices according to a single worldview risks delegitimizing the codes in the minds of significant populations.
However, codes that balance competing human rights consistent with international law norms, respect the methods of multiple traditions and address a general audience are particularly suited to prevent or resolve cross-cultural or inter-faith conflicts sparked by religious persuasion. These codes promote the pluralism necessary to freedom of conscience, and indeed, to democracy. They are not dependent on any one cultural or religious frame of reference. And they motivate voluntary compliance, provide a platform for dialogue and diplomacy, and set appropriate expectations for religious persuasion.
